
PROJECT IACS65 - THE CZ EXPERIENCE
INTEROPERABILITY CASE STUDY FOR LANDSCAPE FEATURES

The Landscape Features (LFs) have a key role in maintaining biodiversity and ecosystem services in the European agriculture, so they have become a priority focus of several EU policies. The scope of the pilot case study is to assess the
usability of existing datasets (IACS and third-party datasets) to create a comprehensive dataset of LFs. For the pilot analysis one dataset of landscape features from LPIS, four third-party datasets and one dataset created by
a photointerpretation were used. The pilot study was conducted in 9 test areas with different characteristics (type of region, type of land cover, type of landscape or type of landscape features). Pilot study was divided into three steps. The
first one was a semantic analysis of datasets, the second one was creation of dataset of Small Landscape Features by photointerpretation and the last one was spatial analysis among gathered datasets. The spatial analysis was primarily
focused on the comparison between Landscape Features derived from the photointerpretation, and dataset of LF-EFA generated from the LPIS database. This outcome was further compared with the third-party datasets, in order to come to
conclusion, how useful these datasets might be for the LF-EFA dataset updating or extending.

Semantic and spatial analyses were performed as part of the IACS65 project to determine the usability of third-party
databases for updating and extending the LF-EFA dataset, which is created within the LPIS database. The analyses included
both datasets from the Czech data providers (VKP, OLIL, ZABAGED) and Pan-European datasets (SWF). Spatial analysis was
performed on 9 test sites selected all over the Czech Republic.
Based on the analysis of the definitions of individual Landscape Features, photointerpretation of individual Landscape
Features and spatial analysis of third-party datasets, the third-party datasets shall be primarily used as a background data
for the extensions and update of the LF-EFA dataset. In particular, ZABAGED for Woody and Stony Features and OLIL for
Woody Features are suitable as background datasets. The main reasons are the spatial and content resolutions of the
individual datasets. In conclusion, the analysis itself was very useful and could be applied as a basis for further works
regarding Landscape Features agendas, and LF-EFA database update.

SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

PHOTOINTERPRETATION

• MS Excel spreadsheet for each dataset without SLF

Functional LF GAEC name Definition page method geometry

Woody 
Features

Isolated tree Isolated tree

Isolated tree is an isolated woody 
plant with a minimum crown 8 m2, 
which is located on agriculture land 
and outside of the forest. Isolated tree 
is not woody plant, which is in hedge, 
terrace or grassed thalweg. Isolated 
tree can be fruit or non-fruit tree. 

74 
(Methodology 
EP a EVP); § 5 
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Government 
Regulation No. 
307/2014

visual interpretation 
of orthoimage; field 
data collection

polygon

Quantitative attributes Qualitative 
attributeslength width height circuit area diameter radius Count

> 8 m2 1 piece

Example for LF Isolated tree from dataset LF-EFA

Draw SLF 
in scale
1: 800

SW 
QGIS

Process of photointerpretation

• Watercourses were vectorised as polygons
• Hedges were delineated by the borderline of their grassy parts
• Isolated tree and Trees in group on Permanent Cropland were not vectorised
• Tree lines and Avenues should be present in one row and individual tree crowns should be visible as separate objects
• Woody Strips can have multiple rows of trees and the crowns of the individual trees might be clustered
• Hedges could contain not only trees, but also grass and shrubs vegetation
• When the small watercourse exists in dataset ZABAGED, and at the same location some trees are present, then the

features is classified as Riparian woody vegetation

SPATIAL ANALYSIS

SLF

LF-
EFA
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SLF with
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By Attribute
LF Class is 

NULL

Add LF 
from SLF

Spatial Join

ZABAGED OLIL VKP SWF

Add LF 
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ZBGD

Select Layer 
By Attribute
LF Class is
not NULL

Add LF 
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Spatial Join

Add LF 
from SLF
with OLIL

Select Layer 
By Attribute
LF Class is
not NULL

Add LF 
from OLIL

Spatial Join

Add LF 
from SLF
with VKP

Select Layer 
By Attribute
LF Class is
not NULL

Add LF 
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Spatial Join
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Select Layer 
By Attribute
LF Class is
not NULL
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from 
SWF

2 743; 
26.23 %

Result 7 139; 
68.27 %

175; 
1.67 %

2 462; 
23.54 %

Impacts for LPIS

Three 
operators

14 720 ha/ 
operator

75 ha per 
hour/operator

5 917 man days
Estimation how long it would take to carry out the photointerpretation 
(LFs vectorization) of the entire area of the Czech Republic. 

Results of semantic analysis
Datasets differ in the method of data collection and in the scale of creation. All third-party datasets have a scale
of creation smaller than the LF-EFA dataset. Datasets (OLIL, SWF) that are created by semi-automated
classification from aerial/satellite imagery detect only Landscape Features from the LF class of Woody Features.
This is due to the nature of these features. Dataset ZABAGED is generated by visual interpretation and field data
collection contains also Landscape Features from the LF class of Stony and Wet Features.
Datasets also differ in definition of individual Landscape Features. For example between Lone tree (ZABAGED)
and Isolated tree (LF-EFA). Lone tree LF type (ZABAGED) contains only some significant trees, while all trees that
meet the definition of Isolated tree shall be included in the (LF-EFA) dataset. Likewise, linear vegetation in the
ZABAGED dataset includes Riparian vegetation as well as Trees, but these are not distinguished by an attribute.
The LF-EFA dataset does not include Riparian vegetation at all, and Trees have a different definition, i.e. Trees
along roads are not delineated.
The LF-EFA dataset contains almost no Stony Features, except for Terraces, unlike the ZABAGED dataset. At this
point, based on semantic analysis, it is suggested that the ZABAGED dataset could be used to extend the LF-EFA
dataset by Stony Features.
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Chart 1. Different LF Class in ZABAGED and Add LF
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Chart 2. Different LF Class in OLIL and Add LF
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Chart 3. Different LF Class in SWF and Add LF
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Chart 4. Different LF Class in VKP and Add LF

Results of spatial analysis
Landscape Features (9 817 LFs) that were
indicated as useful for addition to the LF-EFA
dataset, were further compared with
ZABAGED, OLIL, VKP and SWF datasets. The
OLIL dataset achieves the best results after
linking the individual datasets with 68 %
compliance rate. Contrary, the poorest results
were achieved for the VKP dataset with only
1.67 % compliance rate (see Process of spatial
analysis).
During the comparison, the differences among
the classified LF classes were also identified.
For example, in “Add LF” class some LFs are
classified as Woody Features, while the same
LFs are classified as Stony Features in the
ZABAGED dataset (see Chart 1). Likewise, in
dataset ZABAGED some of the Wet Features
do not match the “Add LF” class, since they are
classified as Woody LFs in this dataset (see
Chart 1).

Processofspatialanalysis

CONCLUSION

Rules of photointerpretation

Small Landscape Features (SLF) Dataset from photointerpretation

Landscape EFA Features (LF-EFA) LPIS dataset – Default dataset for updating

Significant Landscape Features (VKP) National Dataset

Czech Topographical Database (ZABAGED) National Dataset

Wood Cover (OLIL) National Dataset

Small Woody Features (SWF) Pan-European Dataset

DATASETS FOR THE ANALYSIS

It is supposed, that one of the reasons for this discrepancy is the common presence of the vegetation around the
Wet Features. Therefore, the visual interpreter of the orthoimagery has determined that as Woody Feature in
the SLF dataset, instead of Wet Feature as registered in ZABAGED dataset. The second reason could be
represented by the fact, that ZABAGED dataset is generated not only on the basis of the visual interpretation,
but also includes field visits, while SLF dataset is based purely on the visual interpretation of the orthoimagery.
Similar finding as above are relevant for the comparison between the “Add LF” class and VKP dataset (see
Chart 4). Dataset OLIL and SWF contain only Woody Features (see Chart 2 and 3). Hence, the discrepancies were
found only between Woody Features and Other LF classes in comparison with “Add LF” class.


